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DARIN AND BROOKE ALDRIDGE
FASTER AND FARTHER
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Eight years into their career-and their
marriage-North Carolinians Darin and Brooke
Aldridge have established themselves as rising
stars on the bluegrass gospel scene. Their new
album, as its title suggests, seems destined to
speed their ascendance. Faster And Farther
showcases not just Brooke's remarkable vocal
prowess, but also Darin's all-around polish and
confidence as a producer, singer, and multiinstrumentalist-talents that he honed during his
long stint with The Country Gentlemen.

Though the Aid ridges co-produced the album ,
it's also clearly a collaboration with two other
powerhouse talents: John Cowan and Pat Flynn ,
both alumni of the mythical New Grass Revival.
Cowan, a world class singer in his own right, cowrote two of the standout songs here ("This River"
and "Cumberland Plateau") and contributes
vocals and electric bass on these and additional
tracks. Flynn wrote and plays guitar on two songs
("Kingdom Come," the tour de force opening cut,
and the irresistible "Lila") and plays on additional
tracks .
The song choices here are unimpeachable,
and the contributions of two remarkable writers, in
particular, are vividly heard . Carl Jackson penned
the heartfelt ships-passing-in-the-night ballad
"Eugene And Diane" and co-wrote (with James
Rushing) "Highway Of Heartache." Lisa Shaffer
also contributed a pair of gems: "Mountains In
Mississippi" (co-written with Dennis Duff and
Jenee Fleenor) and "Still Falling" (co-written with
Dennis Duff).
The linchpin throughout is, of course, Brooke's
exquisite voice. She's simply one of the best and
has never sounded more powerful , poised , and
persuasive than she does here. (Mountain Home
Music, P.O. Box 829, Arden , NC 28704,
www.mountainhomemusiccompany.com .) BA
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Yodei-Ay-Hee 104
Jason Cade won first place in fiddle at the
prestigious Appalachian String Band Festival
in Clifftop, W.Va. , in 2016 , and the two tunes he
played in the finals are on this CD , "Buck Hoard"
from Alva Green and "Old Hen She Cackled"
from John Salyer. While those two powerful
tunes feature Rob McMaken on banjo-uke on
the first and Cade fiddling solo on the second ,
they are joined by John Grimm and Beverly
Smith on many of the 16 tunes on this
recording, the third from this band . On the
opening cut, "Wiley Laws' Tune," Cade on fiddle
and McMaken on mandolin are augmented by
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Grimm on banjo and Smith on guitar. Cade
picks up the banjo on "Hello John D." Cade and
Grimm double fiddle on "Five Miles From Town ."
On Osey Helton's "Rocky Road To Dublin"
Cade , Grimm , and Smith all fiddle while
McMaken plays dulcimer. The one waltz
included is "My Heart's In The Highlands."
Great music, and particularly great fiddling ,
is a seamless fusion of rhythm and melody
which has the power to reach deep inside us
and inspire strong emotional responses.
Cade's fiddling does that to full effect, and the
other players deftly enhance it. "Vance No
More" has the plaintive fiddle floating over the
solid base of the dulcimer. We get to hear
vocals on an unusual and appealing version of
"Bile Them Cabbage Down" from Byard Ray, on
"Shady Grove" (note the nine beats in the A
part), and on "Hog-eyed Man ." The final tune
features the foursome in a full string band
version of "Big-Footed Man" from Wiley Laws,
Osey Helton, and Manco Sneed.
Even when you think you know a tune from its
name, more often than not, you may be
surprised at the versions here. There is gold and
platinum and plenty of diamonds to mine from
this recording, which has this reviewer's highest
recommendation. It's a masterpiece. (YodeiAy-Hee Records, 107 Ingle Rd. , Asheville, NC
28804, hogeyedman.reverbnation.com .)SAG
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CORRINA ROSE LOGSTON
BLUEGRASS FIDDLER
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I was listening recently to some of my old
vinyl recordings , including a cluster of albums by
the great fiddlers Kenny Baker and Byron
Berline . They were distinguished by a
consistently high level of sweet and proficient
fiddling , a wide-ranging assortment of interesting
tunes, and support from a talented array of
pickers whose collective focus was on playing
great tunes and playing them well.
It's nice to report that the new release by
fiddler Corrina Rose Logston , the latest in the
seemingly endless procession of gifted young
musicians being recorded by Tom Mindte for
Patuxent Records, leaves the same impression
on the ear. Simply and aptly entitled Bluegrass
Fiddler, this CD features 14 tracks that allow her
to display her chops without eclipsing the beauty
of the tunes she plays.
She skillfully finds a balance between familiar
and obscure material. "Highlander's Farewell ,"
"Soppin ' The Gravy," and "Snowflake Breakdown" (often referred to as "Snowflake Reel") are
as close as she comes to covering instrumental
standard repertoire . Among the more novel tunes
she's recorded are traditional numbers such as
"Wilson 's Hornpipe" and "Laughing Boy," but
perhaps more importantly her two original
contributions , "Honeycat Hornpipe" and
"Sandridge," easily stand their ground among the
older tunes.
While packaged as a fiddler's album,
Logston generously shares the spotlight with a
fine cast of supportive pickers. Banjoist Kurt
Stephenson , guitarist Jeremy Stephens,
mandolinists David Mclaughlin and Casey
Campbell , and bassist P.J. George all sound
like they're equally committed to helping to
make the tunes and the fiddler shine . And
breaking up the parade of mid- to up-tempo
fiddle tunes is a pair of vocals , "Foggy
Mountain Top " and "I Don 't Blame You ," on
which she shows her solid singing skills , plus
a pair of waltzes, "Whispering Hope" and "Junior
Jump Waltz."
Corrina Rose Logston has released a debut
recording that honors the many great fiddlers
who have influenced her and others. (Patuxent
Music, P.O . Box 572 , Rockvil le, MD 20848,
www.pxrec. com .)H K
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